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Abstract - In several cases there are many documents or images that were shredded either by hand or by a machine. Moreover the
images will be highly rich in color than a document. In shredding images by hand there are many changed points that required a
proposed model which is able to match these pieces. On the other hand shredding by machine has only four changed points for each
shredded piece (at corners). This paper introduces a method to assemble shredded pieces to form the desired image which is
seriously vital in many applications such as multimedia and security applications. The proposed method gets the interest points
which have a change in the angle and stay unchanged for a long distance, also it will use three features to get the matching between
pieces to increase the matching accuracy. Three features are distance between interest points, angle of change at interest points, and
the boundary color at the interest points. The proposed method starts by getting the outer contour of each shredded piece, then
detects the interesting points, then it tries to match between different pieces. It is clear that the number of points on the outer contour
is very large, so detecting the interest points will improve performance for getting the right value of matching between each two
shredded pieces. Finally, a complete graph is constructed for all shredded pieces which form a matching graph whose edges
represent matching success value and vertices represent shredded pieces. The method scored an overall accuracy of matching of 85%
compared to previous work and improved the overall performance by 14% compared with previous related work.
Keywords - assembly of shredded pieces; Computer aided analysis; Image processing.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recently in our life, there are a lot of important
documents and photos which might be shredded either by
machine or by hand. It is considered as a very hard job to
arrange these fragments and try to reassemble them
together manually, especially if we have a large number
of shredded pieces.
Fig.1 shows this scenario. There are eight shredded
pieces belongs to the same photo, and we need to
assemble these eight pieces to construct the desired
image. In the real applications, the main challenge of this
problem mainly is that we haven't any previous
knowledge about the shape or content of image, i.e. there
is no solution in advance like the jigsaw puzzle solving
problem [1],[2], [3],[4],[5],[6].
There are two unique characteristics that make our
work different from other automated assembly problem
solvers.
A. The targeted object of our method is different from
the most previous works. In the first place, unlike the
jigsaw puzzles, we do not have prior knowledge on the
shape or size of shredded pieces.
B. The information incorporated and the way to use
are different from those for other works. In many jigsaw
solving and document reconstruction works only shape
information is used to reconstruct, in our approach we
used three feature related to shape and color for each
point on the outer contour of the shredded pieces.
Fig. 1. 8 shredded pieces belong to similar ones
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photo is done by using spanning tree.

This paper is organized into five different sections; the
related work is introduced in section II. Material and
methods is proposed in section III. Section IV presents the
evaluation of the proposed method by comparing it with
the other related work methods in different situations.
Finally, section V gives the conclusion then the discussion
as well as the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
There are several techniques proposed in the previous
researches that tried to assemble the shredded pieces for
both images and documents. Hairong Liu and et al,
presented an automatic method for assembly of shredded
pieces from multiple photos [7]. They used Canny edge
detector to get the outer contour, then used the visual
curvature method to get the salient points on contour.
Finally, they used only two features to get the matching
between each two shredded pieces; color feature, and
geometric feature at each salient point.
Abdullah M. Moussa presented a technique for puzzle
solver [8]. It used an accelerated edge matching based on
a greedy method to compare each two boundaries of all
shredded squares then make rotation and translation of
each shredded square to get the desired photo.
A Fast Shredded Document Reconstruction is
presented by Mohamed El-Mahallawy and, Eid Emary[9].
It works on DARPA database documents, each document
consists of 226 shredded pieces, uses ruled-lines and
written letters that exist in documents to assemble
shredded pieces but it doesn't work fit if the paper has no
ruled-lines.
Using three features of curve matching will give our
proposed method a good accurcy of matching than
assembly of shredded pieces from multiple photos [7],
also getting interest points for every shredded pieces
which is less than the overall points on the outer contour
of each shredded piece may give it a better performance
than a puzzle solver [8] and A Fast Shredded Document
Reconstruction [9].

Fig. 2. System workflow

The following subsection will illustrate in more details
the steps of the proposed methods.
A. Contour Extraction
The first step is to digitize each shredded piece. This
can be done by a scanner or a camera. Digitization can be
achieved by putting these pieces over a background with
high contrast. In case of using the camera, the image
plane of the camera should be parallel to the fragment and
the environment light should be controlled.
Then, give each shredded piece a sequencing number
and arrange them. After that changing each digitized
shredded into gray scale image (single dimension array),
then changing it to black and white (0 and 1) as shown in
figure 3, 4 and 5.
Figure 5 illustrates how to get the outer contour of
each shredded piece. This can be done by changing all
pixels to zeros except the pixels that are originally ones
and have one of their neighboring pixels is equal to zero.

Fig. 3. Gray Scale Image

III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The Proposed system workflow has been shown in
figure2. It is used to describe the most important steps. It
first starts with digitizing each shredded piece and
segment into separate files. Then, it extracts the boundary
contour for each shredded piece. After that, getting
maximum interest points based on the change of angle
and distance on contour. These interest points may allow
dividing each contour to a set of fragments. Furthermore,
the proposed method compares each fragment with all
other fragments of the shredded pieces depending on the
angle, distance, and color then the matching graph is
constructed. Furthermore, the proposed technique
construct spanning tree that links all shredded pieces
together in order of gathering related pieces. Finally,
merging the pieces together for constructing the desired
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B. Getingt Interest points

C. Contour Matching

Direct curve matching is very time consuming;
because boundary contour has a large number of points on
it [10], [11]. While, detecting interest points that act as an
anchor points can enhance the performance of the pieces
matching. These interest points are extracted based on
satisfying two features:-

After extraction of the interest points on the outer
contour, we will divide each contour to a set of fragments,
depending on the interest points the we will compare each
two fragments of each two shredded pieces together. The
first comparison will be in size of two fragments if they
are equal then we continue otherwise these two pairs will
be discarded. For each success pairs of fragments we will
compare all interest points inside both fragments
according to the angle of change, distance with the
previous and next interest points and color. Let, for
example, fragment number (i) on contour number 1 and
fragment number (j) on contour number 2, first getting the
length of each fragment, and we will set a low scale
threshold λ for detecting the difference in length between
two fragments, if the length of the fragments is equal to
the length of ± λ then get success factor between all
interest points in the fragment i and fragment j depending
on distance , angle, and color of each interest point.

-

There exists an abrupt change in the angle
The distance between each consecutive interest
points is greater than a certain threshold.

The algorithm1 shows how to get the interest points
through two phases. The first phase is to sort the contour
points. While, the second one, is to scan sorting points
and extract points that satisfy interested criteria as
described above.

Fig 6. Interest points or two shredded pieces

Figure. 6 shows the interest points extracted on the
two boundary contours. The interest points are densely
distributed over all boundary and all essential interest
points are detected. Thus, the interest points can work as
“anchor” points and we use these points to find the
matching parts. Since the interest points are densely
distributed over the boundary, the accuracy of the
matching will not be affected. Also, a number of interest
points are significantly smaller than the number of total
points over the boundary contours so the execution time
will be reduced.
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child is checked and its connected nodes are replaced as
its children. The iteration process is repeated until that all
nodes are added in their proper level in the spanning tree.
Figure8 shows the steps of construction spanning tree
from the matching graph of fig 7.
Note that:- Each node appears once in the spanning tree because
we will remove any node from higher levels when it
appears in the lower levels of the spanning tree.
- An Image with (n) shredded pieces can be merged
with (n-1) links so its spanning tree has (n-1) links.

For each interest point on the outer contour its feature
vector consists of 5 components as follows:
Where:

Pd

is the distance between each adjacent interested
points.

Pa is the angle at each interest point.
Pcr is the red value of the interest point in the original
image.

Pcg

is the green value of the interest point in the original
image.

Pcb

is the blue value of the interest point in the original
image.
According to the above features, we can calculate
success value between each pair of fragments and then
calculate the overall success value for matching between
both shredded pieces and neglect the success values that
less than a certain threshold.
D. Matching Graph Construction.
The matching graph is constructed based on candidate
matching between shredded pieces. It consists of vertexes
and edges. Each vertex represents a shredded piece and
each edge means that there is a matching between two
shredded pieces that edge links them and the success
value is associated with the edge.
Fig.7 shows an example of the matching graph for
Ramsis-II Image.

Fig. 7 Example for matching graph

E. Construction of Spanning Tree.
Building spanning tree from the matching graph
allows constructing the whole image from the shredded
pieces. First, it starts with a shredded piece that has a
maximum number of links with the other shredded pieces
and sets it as a root of the tree. Then, it appends all of the
nodes that have direct edge with the root node as children.
The appending process is done in a descending order
based on how many edges they have. After that, the first
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IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we will evaluate the effectiveness and
the efficiency of the proposed method compared with the
related work done in [7]. For comparing the performance
of the two algorithms, we applied the two algorithms on
four images as shown in figure 9, also all experiments
have been run on a Core i5(2.3-GHz PC) with 8 GB of
RAM.

Fig10. Contour matching result on the shredded pieces of first image.

Fig9. Experiment images.

Fig11. Contour matching result on the second image (Egypt Flag).

The implementation details of the proposed method
are listed as follows:
1) The interest point detection will get all consecutive
interest points that are separated by at least 5 pixels.
2) 8-neighborhood is used to estimate the average
colors.
3) The matched contour is taken into consideration if
its length is greater than 20 pixels. This is the smallest
matching length, which means if the length of a matched
contour is too small, this matching is not reliable; thus, we
discard it.
4) The maximum difference in length allowed during
the linking process is 2 pixels which is small to ensure
that the linked contours are truly matched.
Figures.10,11,12,13 are shown the results of contour
matching of the shredded pieces of the four testing
images. In this experiment, we notice that if we have a
large portion of the photo has no big change in color, then
distance and the angle information play the major roles in
the matching procedure and the performance is noticeable
improved (as images number 1 and 4 the performance
improved with 15%,14% respectively ), on the other hand
if we have a large portion of the photo has a lot of colors,
the color information plays a critical role in the matching
procedure so the performance will improved with small
value (as image number 2 the performance improved with
only 7% ), finally in cases of black and white images
(image number 4), when we applied two algorithms on
the same image, the proposed system gives successful
results but the related work system doesn't give successful
results.
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Fig13. Contour matching result on the shredded pieces of forth image.
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Figure 14 shows chart for comparison between two
systems with respect of execution time in milliseconds.
Now we will illustrate how we can assemble the first
image to get the desired image, in the previous section we
showed how we get the spanning tree of this image and
now we will apply this tree (fig.8_e) to get the desired
image, we will use depth-first technique [12], [13] to
assemble the desired image, figure 15 shows the steps of
the assembling the first image.

.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a proposed method for automatic
assembly of shredded pieces from a single photo. This
method utilizes for getting the interest points that used to
get success value for matching procedure between each
two shredded pieces, Furthermore, these interest points
have difference angle (90 or 135 degrees) and have a long
distance between it and the previous interest point without
change in angle. The proposed method scored an overall
accuracy of matching of 85% and improved the overall
performance with 14% comparing with the previous
related work. Also we detect that it make good
performance improved when we have an image has no big
change in the color, on the other hand if we have an image
that has a lot of colors, performance will be improved
with a small value.
In future work, we will apply post processing
techniques to complete the holes due to material loss for
removing discontinuities long borders so as to further
improve the result also we try to build a learning system
for assembly of documents.

Fig14. Chart for matching time of two algorithms.

a- shredded piece (8)

b- (8) + (5)
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